Introduction
Eukaryotic genomes are composed of a certain number of pieces of DNA as chromosomes. For instance, the human genome has 46 chromosomes with an average DNA length of 4.3 cm. Each piece of DNA in eukaryotic genomes is wrapped around a core histone octamer, which consists of the histone proteins H2A, H2B, H3, and H4, and forms a nucleosome [1] (Figure 1a) . The detailed structure of the nucleosome is well known at a resolution of 1.9 Å (Figure 1b) [2]: 147 base pairs (bp) of DNA are wrapped in 1.7 left-handed superhelical turns around the histone octamer. Core histones have 'tail' domains, which are long disordered structures and play important roles in the interactions between nucleosomes (green regions in Figure 1b ; discussed later). Each nucleosome particle is connected by linker DNA (20-80 bp; 6.6-27 nm) that makes up repetitive motifs of 200 bp, which are described as 'beads on a string' or as a '10-nm fiber' [1] (Figures 1a and 2a) . The 10-nm fiber associated with the various non-histone proteins is called chromatin.
Chromatin is a negatively charged polymer that produces electrostatic repulsion between adjacent regions because only about half of the DNA negative charges derived from the phosphate backbone are neutralized by the basic core histones [3] (Figure 1a ). For further folding of chromatin, the remaining negative charges have to be neutralized by other factors, such as linker histones, cations, and other positively charged molecules. Therefore, the chromatin structure can be dynamically changed depending on the electrostatic state of its environment (Figure 2a ), for example [4] [5] [6] 7 ]. Note that this change in chromatin structure is critical for gene expression because it directly governs access to the DNA and therefore impacts how the DNA is scanned and read.
What is the nature of chromatin structure? How can the chromatin structure change? Recent growing evidence has shifted our view of chromatin from one in which it has a static crystal-like structure to one in which it occupies a more dynamic liquid-like state. In this review article, based on the current progress including computational modeling in the chromatin field, we discuss the liquidlike property of chromatin and its physical and biological relevance.
The classical 30-nm chromatin fiber versus the irregular 10-nm fiber In 1976, it was observed that the purified 10-nm fiber, with the linker histone H1 protein and low concentration of cations (e.g., <1 mM Mg 2+ or <50 mM Na 2+ ), is folded into a fiber with a diameter of 30 nm and was called the 30-nm chromatin fiber (30-nm fiber) [8] (Figure 2b ). Since then, many models of the 30-nm fiber structure have been proposed, including the two most well known: (1) the one-start helix and (2) the two-start helix [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] (Figure 2b ). The one-start helix or 'solenoid' model shows consecutive nucleosomes next to each other in the fiber (left fiber in Figure 2b ). The two-start helix model assumes that a nucleosome in the fiber is bound to the second neighbor as arranged in a zig-zag manner (right fiber in Figure 2b ). Despite intensive efforts, the structure of the 30-nm fiber remains unclear ( [19, 20] ; for more recent reviews, also see [3, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] ). A recent notable study using high-resolution cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) of the 12-mer synthetic nucleosomes suggested that the 30-nm fiber can form a two-start zigzag tetranucleosomal arrangement [18] (right fiber in Figure 2b ). For further chromatin folding, the 30-nm fiber has long been assumed to be folded progressively into larger fibers of 100-nm, and then 200-nm (chromonema fiber) to produce hierarchical helical structures [27, 28] , or folded into radially oriented loop structures [29] [30] [31] .
Liquid-like behavior of chromatin Maeshima et al. 37 The 30-nm fibers, however, have primarily been observed in vitro, especially under conditions of low ionic strength [3] . Do they really exist in vivo? Since the pioneering work performed by the Dubochet group in 1986 [32] , a number of structural studies have provided evidence that cellular chromatin essentially consists of irregularly folded 10-nm fibers rather than 30-nm fibers as described below.
Cryo-EM studies of frozen hydrated sections of mammalian cells, which allow the observation of biological samples in near-native states, have suggested that chromosomes have a homogeneous texture with 11-nm spacing [32] [33] [34] , and no higher-order or periodic structures including 30-nm fibers were observed [32] [33] [34] (Figure 2a ). Interphase nuclei in most of the higher eukaryotic cells examined were also suggested to contain almost no 30-nm fibers [35] [36] [37] . Recently in the cryo-EM study of the picoplankton Ostreococcus tauri, the smallest known free-living eukaryote, the chromatin resembled a disordered assembly of 10-nm fibers without any 30-nm fibers [38] . Comparative study with cryo-EM and conventional EM on a special region in human HL-60 cells, which was called 'nuclear envelope-limited chromatin sheets (ELCS)', found that the 30-nm fibers in the region could be observed only following aldehyde fixation, but not in cryo-sections, suggesting that the fibers in ELCS visualized by conventional EM could be an artifact [39] .
Furthermore, small-angle X-ray scattering analyses, which can detect periodic structures in biological materials in solution, showed dominant 6-nm peak and weak 11-nm peak, but not 30-nm peak, in human interphase nuclei and mitotic chromosomes [40] [41] [42] . The 6-nm and 11-nm peaks were derived from the face-to-face stacking [18 ] . (c) 'Columnar structure' of 10-nm fiber originally proposed by Dubochet et al. [43, 44 ] .
of nucleosomes and from their edge-to-edge positioning, respectively. The results revealed almost no 30-nm fibers and further helical folding structures in the bulk chromatin of human interphase nuclei and mitotic chromosomes. The predominance of face-to-face nucleosome stacking (6-nm peak) might also imply that the 10-nm fiber forms partly a 'columnar structure' (Figure 2c ), as originally proposed by Dubochet et al. [43, 44 ] .
Subsequently, electron spectroscopic imaging (ESI), another EM-based imaging method that maps phosphorus and nitrogen atoms with contrast and resolution sufficient to visualize 10-nm fibers [45] , revealed that pluripotent mouse cells contain highly dispersed meshes of 10-nm fibers but no 30-nm fibers [46, 47] . Interestingly, even condensed heterochromatin domains, such as chromocenters, were formed of 10-nm but not 30-nm fibers [47, 48] . A super-resolution chromatin imaging on fixed mouse cells using stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM) proposed that chromatin is formed by heterogeneous groups of nucleosomes called the 'clutches' [49 ] , which is a good agreement with the model of irregularly folded 10-nm fibers. Recent high-resolution chromosome conformation capture analysis (Hi-C; discussed later) of human genome also suggested that 30-nm fibers, if they exist, are rare in human nuclear chromatin in vivo [50 ] .
The absence of the 30-nm fibers in cells seems common, as these structures can be retained only when a multitude of conditions are satisfied: low ionic environment, regular length distribution of linker DNA, lack of significant acetylation of histone tails, and no depletion of histones. These conditions are controlled in vitro but are not usually encountered in vivo. Instability of 30-nm fiber structures has been demonstrated by coarse-grained computational models with various resolutions as follows: A model with nucleosome-scale resolution showed that the small irregularity and small depletion of linker histones are enough for chromatins to be much more flexible than-the 30-nm fibers [51, 52] . A simulation study with higher atomistic resolution found that the 30-nm fibers were destabilized with partial depletion of histones and were replaced by other structures with bent or looped configurations [53] . Thus, the 30-nm fiber structures are not robust against perturbations. It should again be noted that the 30-nm fiber can form under conditions controlled in vitro (e.g., at low ionic strength), where the fibers can gently repulse one other with their negative charges, and the neighboring nucleosome interactions become dominant to form the 30-nm fiber [3] . Consistent with this notion, large chromatin structures at more physiological salt concentration were recently found to be organized with the interdigitated 10-nm fibers, rather than the 30-nm structures (Figure 2a ).
Dynamic chromatin
Recent live imaging studies have revealed a highly dynamic nature of chromatin that is more compatible with the 10-nm than the rigid 30-nm fiber. Notable studies on chromatin dynamics have employed LacO/LacI-GFP systems. They revealed highly dynamic movement of the GFP-LacI signal bound to the LacO array on a particular chromatin region that encompasses 20-50 nucleosomes in the genomes of various living cells, including those of yeast, flies, and mammals (e.g., [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] 60 ] ). More recently, transcription activator-like effector (TALE) and clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR)/CRISPR-associated caspase 9 (Cas9)-based strategies were established to label telomeric and satellite repeat DNA [61, 62, 63 ] and showed the dynamic movement of these regions.
Another important study assessed genome-wide chromatin dynamics in a whole nucleus by imaging a single nucleosome in living mammalian cells (Figure 3a ) [64, 65] , also see [66] . This study revealed a large nucleosome fluctuation in living human and deer cells (60 nm movement/30 ms) (Figure 3b,c) [64, 65] . Note that this local nucleosome fluctuation can facilitate chromatin accessibility (Figure 3d ). Furthermore, a time-resolved image correlation analysis of human cells observed micrometer-scale coherent movement of chromatin across the whole nucleus [67] , although its significance and mechanisms have yet to be investigated.
Liquid-like behavior of chromatin
Because chromatin is composed of an irregular and dynamic 10-nm fiber and does not have a crystal-like longrange order, chromatin in the cell is considered 'liquidlike' rather than static solid-like substance. A physical basis of the liquid-like behavior of chromatin is provided by polymorphism of the 10-nm fiber, which can take various structures including extended, folded, interdigitated, bent, looped [25] , and columnar [43] structures (Figure 2) . Chemical cross-linking analyses [68] [69] [70] [71] and simulations with coarse-grained [53, [72] [73] [74] and all-atom [74, 75] modeling have elucidated that the tail domains of histones H3 and H4 play crucial roles in forming these various structures (see also Figure 1c ). In extended fibers, H3 and H4 tails interact with the DNA in the vicinity of their root positions while they interact with neighboring nucleosomes in the folded structure: the H3 tail interacts with DNA, and the H4 tail interacts with an acidic patch on the H2A/H2B surface (red region of the histone core image in Figure 1a) [68, 71, 72] . In more condensed, irregular, or interdigitated structures (e.g., topologically associating domains, TADs), the tails interact with distant nucleosomes (long-range interactions) [68] [69] [70] [71] . These schemes of tail-mediated interactions can change by epigenetic modification of the tails [74, 75] or other protein factors [76] , which should contribute to controlling chromatin structure and its DNA accessibility.
The polymorphism of the 10-nm fiber is based on the flexibility of the histone tail structure (green regions in Figure 1c ): because tail domains are intrinsically disordered, tail-mediated interactions are effective for a range of distance and angles, through which many different structures are energetically stabilized to a similar extent. The 10-nm fiber can take on any one of these structures locally and transiently to show the liquid-like behavior of chromatin. Given this molecular basis, we argue the 10-nm fiber is entropically stabilized through thermal fluctuation.
Chromatin domain structure
We have so far discussed liquid-like chromatin behaviors as local chromatin structure and dynamics. Next, we examine higher-order chromatin structures. It has been long known that chromatin forms a large structure in a salt-dependent manner in vitro, for example [3-5,76,77] (Figure 2a) . What is the higher-order chromatin structure in the cell?
Recent accumulating evidence suggests that chromatin is not homogeneously distributed in the nucleus but forms a number of compact domains. Chromosome conformation capture (3C) and its derivatives, including 4C, 5C, and Hi-C methods [78] , revealed numerous chromatin domains in nuclei, called 'topologically associating domains' (TADs) [79] or 'physical domains' [80] (Figure 4) . TADs that are hundreds of kilobases in size have been identified in fly, mouse, and human cells, suggesting they could be a universal building block of chromosomes [79] [80] [81] .
A number of possible functions have been proposed for the TADs [82] . For instance, the TADs were found to correspond to lamin-associated chromatin domains (LADs) in nuclei [83] . Most DNA replication domains, where DNA replication takes place in a nearly synchronous manner, overlap with multiple TADs [84, 85] . Changes in DNA replication timing during cell differentiation typically involve TAD-sized regions. Regarding transcriptional regulation, enhancer-promoter interactions produced by looping might be limited to elements located within the same TAD [86] . The chromatin domains might also be defined by genetically encoded boundary elements [81] . Existence of TADs might also imply that the size of large transcription complexes or machineries is significant in gene regulation (blue circle in Figure 4 ) [87 ] . In addition, the TADs can be more resistant to radiation and chemical damage than the decondensed form, presumably because condensed chromatin has lower levels of reactive radical generation and chemical attack ([7 ] , also see [88] ).
Liquid Higher-order structure of interphase chromatin. Chromatin consists of irregularly folded 10-nm fibers and forms numerous chromatin domains (e.g., topologically associating domains). The liquid-like movement of chromatin should bring about fluctuation of the chromatin domain. The existence of a chromatin domain might imply the significance of size for large transcription complexes or machineries in gene regulation [87 ] : active chromatin regions are transcribed on the surfaces of the chromatin domains. Binding of large transcriptional complexes (>20-nm, purple) and RNA polymerase II (green spheres) might keep the transcriptional regions (red nucleosome) on the surfaces of these chromatin domains transcriptionally active. NPC, nuclear pore complex; NE, nuclear envelope.
While TADs were identified by the 3C derivative methods, similar chromatin domains within megabase-sized genomic DNA have also been observed using pulse labeling as DNA replication foci, for example [89, 90] . X-ray scattering analyses also revealed condensed domain features of interphase chromatin up to 275 nm in interphase nuclei [41] . Further investigation to understand the relationship between these chromatin domains and TADs would be of importance.
The liquid-like movement of chromatin should bring about fluctuation of the TAD structure (Figure 4) . A simulation study using a polymer model showed that these domains should fluctuate between open and closed structures [91 ] . A simulation based on the Hi-C data suggested the TADs fluctuate among multiple structures, showing the importance of entropy effects [92 ] . Correlation between the structural changes of the chromatin domain and the expression level of genes included in that particular domain has been shown by comparing cells with different expression levels using 5C measurement [93, 94 ].
The liquid-like chromatin behavior should also lead to movement of TADs. 4C measurement showed that the Nanog locus is situated close to other functionally related genes in mouse embryonic stem cells, forming a large gene cluster with inter-chromosome interactions [95] .
The formation of such a gene cluster can also be dynamically fluctuating [96] , suggesting these fluctuations in chromatin structure may relate to gene expression levels [97] .
Perspective
The liquid-like chromatin behavior, which we have described in this review, should play a critical role in various genome functions for the following reasons. First, modeling studies have suggested that this behavior facilitates protein movement in the chromatin (Figure 3d ) [64, 98, 99] . Second, this behavior can increase the exposure of genomic DNA sequences [3] . Notably both of these properties contribute to the process of 'scanning and targeting genomic DNA'. Because gene expression, DNA replication, repair, and recombination all depend on this process, the liquid-like behavior of chromatin could be a basis for these functions.
We assume that the liquid-like behavior of chromatin is driven by Brownian motion (thermal fluctuation) (Figures 2a, 3c , and 4), and ATP-dependent processes catalyzed by various cellular proteins would drive directionality in the movement and/or specific structural changes of the chromatin. Here, the proteins are 'helpers.' In addition, it has been suggested that entropy driven forces are also involved in genome functions such as chromosome assembly, for example [100] [101] [102] and sister chromosome segregation, for example [101, 103] . Thus far, enormous protein factors and complexes associated with chromatin have been identified and well characterized. As a next step, elucidation of the intrinsic property of the chromatin from its physical aspects will contribute to a deeper understanding of the various genome functions orchestrated by chromatin and associated protein factors, including gene expression, DNA replication/repair/recombination, and chromosome assembly/segregation.
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